ADAPTIVE SECURITY &
COMPLIANCE RISK
ORCHESTRATOR PLATFORM

Are You ?
Struggling to
adopt the latest
IAM technologies such as MFA?

Tired of having to
constantly modify
applications and
write code?

Product Features
Plug in adaptors for best of breed
authenticators & IAM products
No Code risk orchestration
Designed for MFA
Disconnect vulnerable plug-ins
with a single click
Patented algorithm for balancing
risk and trust
Support FIDO standards-based
interoperable technology
Centralize orchestration and
policy management
Supports AI/ML enterprise
behavioral risk-engines
Supports enrollment and
call-center modes

Grappling with a
reactive approach
to IAM product
vulnerabilities?

Struggling to
balance risk
and trust?

Scouting for a solution
offering consistent
omnichannel
authentication
experience?

Neuro is based on exclusive, patented technology
pioneered and used by USAA – a leader in secure
mobile financial services
Our members conduct financial transactions all over the world on
online systems as well as mobile systems, so they want their
security system to be a simple and expressionist as possible.
Today, most consumer security models are based on knowledgebased authentication, user ID, password, and security questions. In
today's environment, these things are easily compromised
because they are already available, so you need to have a stronger
approach to security and that's why multifactor authentication is
our approach to implementing strong security and a frictionless
experience for our members. It's really important that we don't lock
in one particular form of authentication because the environment
changes, technology changes, our members' needs change. So, we
want to provide options and we want to underline a platform to be
able to adapt as things change in the technology environment.
Gary McAlum

Chief Security, Enterprise Security, USAA

NEURO’s USAA-PATENTED TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGE

Running
live

Protects Mission
Critical Apps

Fully
Intergrated

Pioneered
Biometric

Patent
Protected

Military
Grade

NEURO COMPONENT ARCHITECTURE
Neuro Extensions

Neuro Core Platform
Enrolment Service

Policy Management

Orchestration Service

Core Rules Engine

Authentication Service

Risk Assessment Service

Neuro MFA Adapter

Neuro SDK for iOS
and Android
Neuro Unified Authenticator
for iOS and Android

Relying
Party

Admin. Services

DB Store

Universal Fact Service

SUPPORTED IAM PLUG-INS

SUPPORTED RISK-ENGINE PLUG-INS

SUPPORTS WIDEST VARIETY OF AUTHENTICATORS

Fingerprint
Scan

Face
Recognition

Voice
Recognition

Eye
Recognition

OTP over
SMS/Email

Mobile
Notification

Pattern
Swiping

Hardware
Tokens

Accelerite is a Silicon Valley based company delivering a product suite that helps an enterprise in its digital
transformation journey and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Persistent Systems.
To learn more about Accelerite Neuro, visit www.accelerite.com/neuro

